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UAC Subcommittee Recommendations

Based upon our research, a complete review of the business and financial models, as
well as the results of the City of Palo survey, we recommend:
•

The Palo Alto City Council authorize CPAU to proceed forward evaluating plans to
offer fiber-based broadband services through a City-Owned FTTP network and a
City-Owned Internet Service Provider to all Palo Alto residents Subtitle 32 font

•

We also provide specific recommendations to address the risks inherent in
establishing a city owned ISP and summarize key benefits
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Key Findings
•
•

Broadband has moved from a convenience to an essential service
A City-wide broadband service with superior speed, reliability and service at a competitive
cost could be a compelling offering

Key Findings

City Provided Fiber Based Internet
Opportunity

One third of households are dissatisfied
with their current internet services

Provide higher speed, affordable prices
and more reliability

Over half of the City has only one gigabit
speed broadband provider

Create additional ISP choice for
households

Price, speed and reliability are the most
important aspects of internet services

Provide an 100% fiber network with no
data caps, symmetrical speeds and better
reliability at a competitive price

Over 50% of households already subscribe Provide high-quality, reliable and
to internet service only
expandable services to support streaming
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Key Benefits
Value Proposition

Benefit

Improve reliability and speed

Faster, more reliable internet makes it easier to work from
home, increases access to virtual learning and healthcare

Reduce community spend

Over 10 years, projected 10% reduction in internet rates
could reduce overall community-wide internet spending by
$15 million or $580 per residential household (25,876
households)

Equal access for all

Next generation, high-speed internet available to all
residents and businesses in Palo Alto

Keep dollars local

Fees for service stay local and dollars are reinvested to
improve broadband services or reduce rates

More control

The community determines what services (immediate or
future) are to be provided by a City-Owned ISP

More choice

Citizens have more broadband services options pushing
providers to offer better services and compete on price

Economic Tool

Enhanced incentives for businesses to stay or relocate to
the City
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Key Risks
Risks

Recommendations

Competition

• CPAU would be entering a competitive business
• Research potential competitor reaction

Take Rate Assumptions

• Continuous monitoring and reporting of residential
subscriptions

Technology Obsolescence

• Current mobile service providers are beginning to
offer 5G home internet services
• 5G represents both a risk/threat as well as an
opportunity
• Research the potential impact of 5G services in Palo
Alto

Capital Investment

• Current financial models represent a $117 million
capital investment
• $32 million is available immediately
• Deficit of $85 million to be funded via a revenue bond
• Monitor of City’s Triple A credit rating
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